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Texts by Angela Davis

1965
The Novels of Robbe-Grillet: a Study of Method and Meaning. Waltham, MA:
Brandeis University.
Davis' senior honors thesis.

1971

1972
Si Llegan por Ti en la Mañana . . . Vendrán por Nosotros en la Noche. Mexico:
Siglo Veintiuno, 1972.


1973


1974


1975


French translation of Angela Davis: an Autobiography.


1976


Spanish translation of Angela Davis: an Autobiography.


1977

Spanish translation of Angela Davis: an Autobiography.


Special Issue: Sixty Years that Changed the World "Women, National Minorities"


1978


1979


1980

1981


1982


1983


1984


Paper in French presented at an international conference in Paris entitled, "Feminismes et Socialismes."


1985


1986


1987


1988

"Billie Holiday's Strange Fruit." Political Affairs February 1988: 5-11.


1989


1990


1991


1992


"Meditations on the Legacy of Malcolm X." *Malcolm X In Our Own Image*. Ed.
1993


"Remembering Carole, Cynthia, Addie Mae and Denise." Essence September 1993: 122-123, 126.


1994


1995


1996


1997


**1998**


1999


Adapted from Women, Race and Class.


(with Cassandra Shaylor.) "A Question of Control: Isolation Units Punish,


2001


"Rape, Racism and the Myth of the Black Rapist." Feminism and 'Race'. Ed.

Davis reviews three works: Live from Death Row by Mumia Abu-Jamal; Doing Time: Twenty-five Years of Prison Writing ed. by Bell Gale Chevigny and Prison Writing in 20th Century America ed. by Bruce Franklin

2002


"Joanne Little - The Dialectics of Rape (Reprint of 1975 article)." Ms. 2002: 37-40.
Reprint of the 1975 article that also appears in Ms.

Originally appears in fall 1998 issue of Colorlines.


2003


Forthcoming

Reviews of selected Angela Davis' books

**Angela Davis' If They Come in the Morning: Voices of Resistance (1971)**


Rev. of If They Come in the Morning. Black Enterprise 1972: 56.


Roberts, Steven V. Rev. of If They Come in the Morning. Commonweal March 24 1972: 68-69.

**Angela Davis' Angela Davis -- An Autobiography (1974)**


Angela Davis *Women, Race and Class* (1981)


**Angela Davis' Women, Culture and Politics (1989)**


**Angela Davis' The Angela Davis Reader (1998)**


**Angela Davis' Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude "Ma" Rainey, Bessie Smith and Billie Holiday (1998)**

Carpenter, Bill. Rev. of Blues Legacies and Black Feminism. Living Blues May-June 1999: 145.


Angela Davis interviews; appearances in audiovisual materials

1970

Speech given on January 30, 1970 at Pacific Grove, CA (21:38)


1971


Interview with Angela Davis in San Francisco on June, 1970


1972


1977


1980


1981


1985

Cudjoe, Selwyn. *In Conversation with Angela Davis*. Videocassette. ETV Center, Cornell University, Ithaca, 1985. 21 minute interview with Angela Davis.

1986


1987


1988


1989

Davis appears with other black women writers on the Phil Donahue show.

1990


1991

A Place of Rage. Videocassette. New York: Women Make Movies, 1991. Angela Davis is interviewed here with others such as Alice Walker and June Jordan about the experiences of African American women.

1992


1993


1995

1996


Fourth videotape on this series records Davis' talk at a forum held on May 10, 1996 in Austin Texas. Other participants include Mililani Trask, María Jiménez, and Gloria Steinem.


Davis is interviewed about her former professor and mentor at UC San Diego.


Contains an 11:40 minute interview with Angela Davis.

1997


1998

Transcript of online chat session hosted by Time magazine.


For more information on this work, visit:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/race/


   Narrated by Angela Davis


1999

   Two videos on one tape. The first, called "Visions of Freedom" shows highlights from the Critical Resistance Conference at Berkeley, 1998. The second, entitled "USA INCarcerated", discusses the growth of the prison industrial complex. Davis appears in both halves; however, a lecture Davis gives provides the structure for "USA INCarcerated" and it is in this half in which she appears the most.


Davis, Angela Y. California Since the Sixties: Revolutions and Counterrevolutions. Videocassette. Office of Media Services, University of California, Berkeley, 1999.
   Keynote address given on February 4, 1999


2000

Lecture recorded on November 16, 1999

Davis was on this panel for the 9th Conference on Penal Abolition on May 12, 2000 in Toronto.


2001


Angela Davis prison interview.

In brief moments throughout the video, Davis provides personal analysis and interpretation of Fidel Castro.

Angela Davis pens the liner notes for this CD.

Angela Davis delivers the Women's Week keynote address at the University of Utah.

"With the aftermath of the recent World Trade Center attack providing a context, Angela Davis talks about patriotism, terrorism, racism, and prison reform."

2002

Bhattacharjee, Anannya, and Jael Silliman. "Afterword. Reflections on Post-

** For more interviews and taped speeches of Angela Davis, visit the Pacifica Radio Archives at [http://www.pacificaradioarchives.org/catalog.html](http://www.pacificaradioarchives.org/catalog.html)
As of May 10, 2003, a search for "Angela Davis" revealed 68 recordings.

**Biographies and texts about Angela Davis**
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San Francisco Committee to Free Angela Davis. *Free Angela and all political prisoners: the newsletter of the United Committee to Free Angela Davis.* Los Angeles: The Committee, 1970-.
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